WEEK 8: The Twentieth Century

- Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Apostrophe (Possessives), Capitalization, Italics and Underlining

If you'd like a young peoples reference book read The world almanac for kids 2000.

- Using the Right Word, Comma (Dates), Plurals, Comma Splice

The 19th Amendment was proposed on June 4 1919, it was ratified on August 18 1920 and gave woman the rite too vote.

- Comma (Series), Run-On Sentence

In the 1920s, it was illegal to buy sell or drink alcohol this was called Prohibition.

- Capitalization, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Spelling

at the hight of the great depression about 13 million americans were out of work.

- Comma (Appositives), Period, Using the Right Word, Capitalization

franklin d roosevelt the only president to be elected for terms in office was crippled buy Polio.